built-in independence
Floor to Ceiling Grab Pole
Fitting Instructions
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Measure from the ceiling down to the shower tray / floor
where the grab pole is to be located. The grab pole is
supplied in a 2.5 metre length, unless requested otherwise.
Deduct 20mm off your measurement, to allow fitting of the
ceiling rose & cut the grab pole to this size.

1a

The ceiling rose fits externally to the end of the grab pole &
has a push on cover to hide the screws when fitted. Remove
the cover & put safely to one side.

2

Fit the ceiling rose over the end of the grab pole & place
the grab pole in its proposed position, use a spirit level to
ensure it is straight vertically.

3 & Use a pencil to make a mark around the bottom of the grab
3a pole & also mark the holes on the ceiling for the ceiling
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rose.
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4

Remove the grab pole & find the centre point for the grab
pole block. Drill a hole using a suitable drill bit to suit the
floor substrate / shower tray & fix the post block in position
with a No8 x 25mm pan head screw.

5

Apply a small amount of silicone sealant fully around the
circumference of the pole block that you have fixed to the
floor / shower tray.

6

Re-attach the ceiling rose to the grab pole & place the grab
pole in its proposed position over the grab pole block on the
floor.
REMEMBER: Attach the ceiling roses’ push on cover to
the grab pole before fixing in position. This will hide the
ceiling rose screws.

6a

Ensuring that the grab pole is straight, you can now secure
the ceiling rose to the ceiling using suitable fixings to suit
the ceilings construction (fixings not supplied).
Push the wall rose cover over the wall rose to hide the wall
fixings.
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Floor to Ceiling Grab Pole With Horizontal Support
Fitting Instructions
1

2

Install the floor to ceiling grab pole as described overleaf.
REMEMBER: The horizontal support rail will be supplied
pre-cut to the length requested when ordered so the vertical
grab pole should be positioned appropiately from the wall to
suit.

Height
Mark

3

1

Measure from the floor up the vertical support pole & make a
mark at your required height for the horizontal support.

2

Position the grey plastic support rail fixing block with the top
edge against your height mark and make a mark through the
blocks centre hole.

3

Pilot drill a 3.5mm hole in the grab pole & attach the plastic
support rail block to the pole with the supplied No8 x 32mm
pan head screw.
Offer the horizontal support rail to its proposed position
to ensure it will be long enough & to check you have the
vertical pole in the correct position.

4

Fit the wall rose to the end of the horizontal grab rail & offer
to the grab rail block.
NOTE: The wall rose fits externally over the end of the
horizontal support rail similar to the ceiling rose.
It may be necessary to trim approximately 20mm off the
horizontal support to allow fitting of the wall rose.
The wall rose has a push on cover to hide the screws when
fitted. Remove this and put safely to one side.
4

Ensure the horizontal support rail is level & mark positions
for attaching to the wall through the wall rose fixing holes.
Drill holes using a suitable drill bit to suit the wall substrate
ready to accept you wall fixings.

5

Again, fit the wall rose to the end of the horizontal grab rail
& offer to the grab rail post support block, now screw the
wall rose securely to the wall using suitable fixings to suit the
walls construction.
REMEMBER: Attach the wall roses’ push on cover to the
horizontal rail before fixing in position. This will hide the
wall rose fixing screws.
5
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Push the wall rose cover over the wall rose to hide the wall
fixings.
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